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Dear Reader,

Greetings to you!

Very few have fully realised the wealth of sympathy, kindness,

and generosity hidden in the soul of a child. The effort of every

educator should be to unlock that treasure and St. Xavier's High

School, Sec-49, is an excellent example where everyone strives

indefatigably for this. This institution is nurturing the young

minds of the town for the past 10 years with the belief that "The

heart of education is the education of the heart".

We are pleased to present to you "Xavronicle", the School

Magazine of St. Xavier's High School. Enjoy every moment you

have because in life there aren't rewinds, only flashbacks. For

you, we have worked hard to bring up an exhilarating flashback

of the inception of the school and the event and achievements

during the session 2020-2021.

XAVRONICLE "VOLUME I I01

Quarterly Reverberation Of Wonder Time

Volume III : 2020 OCTOBER - JANUARY

Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world



XAFFINITY 2020:XAFFINITY 2020:XAFFINITY 2020:               A NOBLE CAUSEA NOBLE CAUSEA NOBLE CAUSE
   

St. Xavier’s high school, sector 49, Gurgaon, carrying a legacy of bringing smiles on the faces of theSt. Xavier’s high school, sector 49, Gurgaon, carrying a legacy of bringing smiles on the faces of theSt. Xavier’s high school, sector 49, Gurgaon, carrying a legacy of bringing smiles on the faces of the
underprivileged for the third year in the row, organized one of a kind art exhibition cum sale, Xaffinity’20underprivileged for the third year in the row, organized one of a kind art exhibition cum sale, Xaffinity’20underprivileged for the third year in the row, organized one of a kind art exhibition cum sale, Xaffinity’20

Virtual on 7th and 8th November 2020.Virtual on 7th and 8th November 2020.Virtual on 7th and 8th November 2020.
The virtual exhibition had a myriad of beautiful paintings, contributed by students, parents, and teachersThe virtual exhibition had a myriad of beautiful paintings, contributed by students, parents, and teachersThe virtual exhibition had a myriad of beautiful paintings, contributed by students, parents, and teachers

which made the art connoisseur's eyes shine with ecstasy. The uniqueness of this exhibition was that it notwhich made the art connoisseur's eyes shine with ecstasy. The uniqueness of this exhibition was that it notwhich made the art connoisseur's eyes shine with ecstasy. The uniqueness of this exhibition was that it not
only aimed at exhibiting the talent of the students and parents but also the motive behind the sale of theonly aimed at exhibiting the talent of the students and parents but also the motive behind the sale of theonly aimed at exhibiting the talent of the students and parents but also the motive behind the sale of the

paintings was a noble cause. The money collected from the sale of paintings would be further donated for apaintings was a noble cause. The money collected from the sale of paintings would be further donated for apaintings was a noble cause. The money collected from the sale of paintings would be further donated for a
noble cause.noble cause.noble cause.

The event’s vibrant opening ceremony was LIVE on the school's Facebook page, beginning with the lighting ofThe event’s vibrant opening ceremony was LIVE on the school's Facebook page, beginning with the lighting ofThe event’s vibrant opening ceremony was LIVE on the school's Facebook page, beginning with the lighting of
the lamp, followed by an address by the school Principal, Mr. Stanley Anthony. He declared the exhibitionthe lamp, followed by an address by the school Principal, Mr. Stanley Anthony. He declared the exhibitionthe lamp, followed by an address by the school Principal, Mr. Stanley Anthony. He declared the exhibition

open art in this benevolent act.open art in this benevolent act.open art in this benevolent act.
Each year the parents and students at St. Xavier’s high are exceptionally generous in their support for theEach year the parents and students at St. Xavier’s high are exceptionally generous in their support for theEach year the parents and students at St. Xavier’s high are exceptionally generous in their support for the

noble cause. The exhibition held the audience in awe and left them enchanted as the exhibition culminated.noble cause. The exhibition held the audience in awe and left them enchanted as the exhibition culminated.noble cause. The exhibition held the audience in awe and left them enchanted as the exhibition culminated.
Keeping the current COVID situation in mind, art lovers are picking up their benevolent purchases from theKeeping the current COVID situation in mind, art lovers are picking up their benevolent purchases from theKeeping the current COVID situation in mind, art lovers are picking up their benevolent purchases from the
school at an allotted time. The school has also provided the facility for home deliveries of these paintings.school at an allotted time. The school has also provided the facility for home deliveries of these paintings.school at an allotted time. The school has also provided the facility for home deliveries of these paintings.      
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Paintings have a life of their own that derives from the painter's soul
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Giving is not just about making a donation. It is about making a difference

A heart touching paintings by our
compassionate Xaverians will be on

display. All the parents were
requested to join and participate

with friends, family, neighbors, and
colleagues. Their small contribution
in purchasing these paintings would

go a big way in helping the needy
and bringing a smile to someone's
face. After all, there is no bigger

contribution than bringing smiles to
the faces of the underprivileged.

Everyone participated
wholeheartedly in this mega event

making it a grand success.

 XAFF IN I TY  2020
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CH I LDREN ’S

DAY

Children's Day also known as Bal Diwas is
celebrated on 14th November in India to

commemorate the birth anniversary of Pt.
Jawaharlal Nehru. Jawaharlal Nehru had

immense love, care, and affection for
children and so, the children called him

Chacha Nehru. Chacha Nehru was mainly
fond of children and roses.  Children's Day

is celebrated to raise awareness among
people towards the rights, care, and
education of children. Nehru has left
behind a legacy of education for the

children of India. Let’s pledge this
Children’s Day to make this world a more

beautiful and safer place for our dear
children!

Your greatness is not what you
have, it's what you give

Winters are here and while we're
busy upgrading our wardrobe with

boots, leather jackets, and snug
sweaters, there are those who do
not have access to enough clothes

to keep them warm this season.
We live in times of exciting change.
Keeping the same thought in mind,

St. Xavier's High School Sector-49
Gurugram, donated clothes to help

the less fortunate people. 

CLOTH  DONAT ION

DR IVE

We rise by lifting others
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D IWAL I

 The festival of lights is celebrated on the
New Moon Day which is the darkest day of

the year. With so many lights and diyas
being lit up, there is barely any darkness.
This signifies that it is very important to
use our wisdom to eliminate the inner

darkness that is holding us back and light
up the mind and soul with positive and

encouraging thoughts. Whatever the
external circumstances, stay positive and

always try to find solutions. So let us
make this Diwali an experience to not just

celebrate the festival outwardly, but a
festival to be celebrated internally. Let us
light the diya within, Let us light the diya

to make our and everyone’s life a
celebration.

Light a lamp of Love! Blast a chain of Sorrow! Shoot a rocket of Prosperity! Fire a flower of
Happiness!



CAMPUS BUZZ

ACT IV I T I E S  HELD  DUR ING

D IWAL I  

Not letting the pandemic dampen our festive
spirit, Grade III at St Xavier's High School

celebrated Diwali with the children in the most
unique and beautiful way. It was a digitally
incepted event, conducted by our very own

teachers. A plethora of events added sparkle to
this event. Children thoroughly enjoyed the

activities planned for them. They were totally
enraptured with the cooking with fire activity
and wholeheartedly got into creating savories
for the occasion. The children were enamored

by the Diya Decorating activity, which got their
creative juices flowing. They all came up with

beautifully decorated diyas. Last but not least a
dance party was conducted for the children

which totally captivated the young Xaverians.
It was indeed a digitally memorable event.

May the brightness of shimmering lanterns always stay in your life and make you bright
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SAY  NO  TO

F IRECRACKERS  AND  YES

TO  HAPP INESS

Firecrackers have become an integral part
of every celebration. In fact, special events

are now incomplete without bursting
them. Everyone loves the spectacular

visions and colours in the sky. Its
illumination brightens up every occasion.
However, all this show is only stunning to

look at. The impact it has on the
environment and the health of the people

is worrisome. We need to take measures to
control the use of firecrackers, hence the
children were educated about it and they
shared meaningful messages to curb that.

Your planet needs you. Say NO to fireworks and fumes
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CREAT ING  CONNECT IONS

OVER  COFFEE  –  I I I  A

COLLOQUY

“The children are our priority, The change is
our reality, And collaboration is our
strategy.”

Conversation over Coffee is a great way to
get to know each other, share experiences,
break all the barriers of communication,
and let ideas flow seamlessly!. Thus, we are
back again with yet another collaborative
effort - “Creating Connections - Powered by
love & Fueled with coffee.” with the
Headmistress. This session has definitely
created an environment of mutual trust
and support between the parents and the
school. 

CH I LDREN  ARE  THE  PR IOR I TY .  CHANGE  I S

REAL I TY .  COLLABORAT ION  I S  THE

STRATEGY " *

 

TO  ACQUA INT  THE  PARENTS  ABOUT  THE

FORTHCOM ING  ASSESSMENTS  AND

ANSWER  THE IR  QUER I ES  PERTA IN ING  TO

THE  ACADEM IC  ASSESSMENT  CYCLE

SCHEDULED  I N  DECEMBER ,  A  CONJO INT

SESS ION  WAS  CONDUCTED  ON

*SATURDAY ,  2 1 S T  NOVEMBER  2020  FROM

1  PM  TO  1 . 30  PM *  FOR  THE  STUDENTS  AND

PARENTS  OF  GRADE  I I I .  THE  PANEL

INCLUDED  THE  HEADM ISTRESS  AND  THE

TEACH ING  FACULTY  OF  GRADE  I I I .  WE ,  AT

XAV IER 'S ,  STRONGLY  BEL I EVE  THAT

TOGETHER  WE  CAN  G IVE  OUR  CH I LDREN

THE  ROOTS  TO  GROW  AND  THE  WINGS  TO

FLY .  

Success is not an accident. It is Hard work, Perseverance, Learning, Studying, Sacrifice, and
most of all, Love of what you are doing or learning to do.
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CLASS  ASSEMBLY  

I I I  A  AND  B
Morning assemblies are an intrinsic part of holistic

development and a reiteration of the values and
thoughts. They instill discipline, camaraderie and a
sense of school spirit while developing the ideas of

belonging to something larger than the self. 
Though the pandemic has forbidden us from

gathering and conducting the assemblies in open
lawns, we started with Virtual Weekly Morning
Assembly every Friday  at 8:30 am for Grade III.

These well planned assemblies contribute greatly to
the community culture of our school and pass on

positive values. Grade III B conducted assembly on
the topic "Forgiveness". Children explained this
virtue through a short story presentation very
effectively. It was mesmerising to see the little
Xaverians speak so confidently.  Some children
performed dance, recitation and singing which

totally captivated the audience.  Their performance
was full of exuberance and excitement and their

hard work and dedication was appreciated by
everyone.

"Our children are our future, our pride and joy"
They come into this world as innocent babies, free of

prejudices and preconceived notions. Our children are the
rock on which our future will be built, our greatest asset as a

nation. They will be the leaders of our country, the creators of
our national wealth who care for and protect our people.

There are so many children that loose their lives due to non
availability of  basic care and medicine. To curb such

atrocities, a group of people came together to help the little
angles, yes, you guessed it right. It is none other than UNICEF -

. The messiah for the under nourished, ailing and helpless
children around the globe. The Assembly presented by

**Grade III H* based on UNICEF was stupendous. 
 

To observe the auspicious occasion of Gurpurab , students of
*Grade III C* conducted a special virtual assembly. Guru
Nanak Dev Ji was the first of the ten Sikh gurus and the
founder of Sikhism. His birth anniversary is observed as

'Gurpurab' across the globe. The students were dressed in
traditional Sikh attire, and the assembly commenced with a

prayer. Students shared useful information relating to the life
and teachings of Guru Nanak Dev Ji. 'Ek Onkar' prayer was

chanted by the students in reverence and homage.

CLASS  ASSEMBLY  

I I I  C  AND  H

The struggle you're in today is developing the strength you need for tomorrow



LIVE ON FACEBOOK

CHRIS BELLS 2020

"You must be the change you wish to see in the world". - Mahatma Gandhi

“Christmas is the spirit of giving without a thought of receiving. It is
happiness because we see joy in people. It is forgetting self and

finding time for others. It is discarding the meaningless and
stressing the true values.” Christmas brings cheer and love, and
we celebrate it with the same fervour, spreading the message of
love and joy among our children every year. It is the season of
love, harmony, and celebration. Truly, “Jesus is the light of the

world, children should be a light to the world and this light should
shine in the world. ”We, at Xavier’s, firmly believe, “Christmas is the
season of joy, of gift-giving, and of families united. Just remember,

the true spirit of Christmas lies in your heart. It is the day that
holds all time together. ”May God bless us all and let this

Christmas season bring comfort and joy to you and your family.
Let the Lord send good tidings and the angels ring with joy! We

wish you gladness and peace in the new year! Let the Lord guide
you this Christmas season and warm your heart all winter long.

Christmas waves a magic wand over this world, and
behold, everything is softer and more beautiful.’

Christmas is just not a season, it is a feeling and at this stressful
time for everyone it is heartwarming to have something positive to

look forward to.
Keeping this spirit, St. Xavier’s High School, Sector-49, Gurgaon (
Middle School ) organised ‘CHRISBELLS - 2020’ to celebrate the

fervour of Christmas.



LIVE ON FACEBOOK

CHRIS BELLS 2020

"You must be the change you wish to see in the world". - Mahatma Gandhi

The idea of Christmas caroling brings to mind jolly bands of
churchgoers, dressed in shawls and top hats, going door-to-
door, to spread the spirit of Christmas through hymns. To
keep up the spirit of Christmas with the Carols and entice
you with their euphonious voices, the young Xaverians of

Grade III- VIII conducted An Evening of Carol Singing (Day-3) -
VOCAL ECSTASY of Chrisbells:2020

 
Let us have music for Christmas…

Sound the trumpet of joy and rebirth;
Let each of us try, with a song in our hearts,

Christmas is incomplete without the traditional Christmas
story 

‘Bringing Joy To The World: 
The Birth of a Saviour - The Messiah and his miracle(Day-4)
was conducted live on Facebook by our young and talented

Xaverians.

"Anybody can make you enjoy the first bite of a dish, but only a
real chef can make you enjoy the last."

Our love for the culinary art was satiated and we learnt some
splendid baking in Bake N Flake(Day-2) from our Guest Chef, Mr

Sandeep Pande Executive Chef JW Marriott Delhi Aerocity . It was
indeed a flavourable event.



LIVE ON FACEBOOK

Relevance of Gandhian Philosophies in
21st Century – 2nd October 2020

If we could change ourselves, the tendencies in the world
would also change. As a man changes his own nature, so

does the attitude of the world change towards him”
Mahatma Gandhi is known around the world as one of

history’s most inspirational figures. Throughout his life,
Gandhi JI was a fearless campaigner and fighter for the

rights and dignity of all people. His constant endeavors and
unwavering efforts towards non-violence won over many

hearts and our independence. He has forever left his mark
on the world and is lovingly called “Father of the Nation ”.
His famous quotes have inspired and motivated hundreds

of souls since their inception.
The young Xaverians of Grade III of St. Xavier’s High School,
Sector 49, Gurugram took it upon themselves to revive all

the meaningful quotes and his doctrines in the most
unique and captivating way. 

 Lending an Ear

"You must be the change you wish to see in the world". - Mahatma Gandhi

Communication is like throwing and catching
the ball. You need to be alert to receive

information through reading and listening in
the same way you need to be alert to receive

a pass on a football pitch.
Well, while the benefits of improving these
skills may not be easily quantified, listening
better will improve every area of your life.

Thus a webinar was organized in which
popular actress and motivational speaker,

Ms. Jayshree Arora, gave some useful tips to
improve listening skills and helped the young  

Xaverians to set on the path to mastery. 
It was indeed a mesmerizing session for the
students in which they learned to improve. 



LIVE ON FACEBOOK

CONFLAT ION  -  A  UN IQUE

BLEND  OF  THE

PROFOUND  SAGA  OF

RAMAYANA

Complete Detail - The festival of Dussehra is
celebrated with much fervor and enthusiasm across
the country. According to the Hindu religious text,
“The Ramayan”, it is the day when Lord Rama had

eliminated the King of Lanka, Ravana, who had
kidnapped his wife, Goddess Sita. This festival is

celebrated as a symbol of the victory of good over
evil.

Followed by Grade wise - Grade III was a part of this
epic saga as well. In a beautifully stages webinar

partnered by grade VI  - LORD HANUMAN: A SYMBOL
OF PURE DEVOTION AND COMPLETE SURRENDER, the

little Xaverians outshone themselves in an
exemplary performance. They delivered a beautiful

message that “True strength lies in submission
which permits one to dedicate its life through

devotion, to something beyond himself. 

Self-belief and hard work will always earn you success 



GAMATHON

Failure is not the opposite of success; it's part of success

"Human mind is a fountainhead
of all magic, happiness, and

innovation.
The school organized an Inter class 

 GAMATHON for the students of grades
3 and 4. On the online platform, the

students created something innovative
and creative using SCRATCH. The

students showcased their
extraordinary skills and talent and

created a game to fight against COVID
19.

TOURNEY OF THE
CONTEMPORARIES:



MY  SANTA  MY  WISH  L I S T

God never gives someone a gift they are not capable of receiving

TOURNEY OF THE
CONTEMPORARIES:

 
May the true spirit of

Christmas shine in your heart
and light your path. A season
that's merry and bright with

the light of God's love.
Christmas gives us an

opportunity to pause and
reflects on the important

things around us. May this
season be full of lights and
laughter for you and your

family.
 

 
This Christmas, to make it more festive

and joyous for Grade III, organized a
plethora of exciting events that simply

mesmerized and captivated the
students with extravagance and

splendor.
 

The most thrilling part was the
competition which included

drawing a Santa Claus on a sheet
and on the reverse of the sheet the

student wrote their message to
Santa. The students enthusiastically

participated and made beautiful
drawings.



TOURNEY OF THE
CONTEMPORARIES:

WORLD  VEGETAR IAN

DAY
When you become more mindful of

what you put in your body every time
you eat, that mindfulness will seep

into everything you do.’
On 1st October, World Vegetarian Day
is celebrated to encourage people to
eliminate meat and animal products

from their diet and live a more
conscientious life. The day aims to
promote the vegetarian way of life

and educate people on the health and
social benefits of making the move,

to go meat-free.

Vegetarianism is a link to perfection and peace

To engage and enlighten the students
on the occasion of World Vegetarian

Day, St. Xavier’s High School had
organized a 3 D Poster Making

Competition for the students of grade
III to V on the topic - let’s Go Vegetarian
The objective of the competition was to

ignite the fire of imagination and
creativity in the students. Celebrating

this World Vegetarian Day, the
students of St. Xavier’s High School

imbibed the message of Gandhiji that a
vegetarian diet is one that is truly
sustainable and environmentally

friendly. The young learners displayed
their artistic skills through an array of

beautifully designed posters.

3D  POSTER  MAK ING  –  LET 'S  GO

VEGETAR IAN  ( I I I  –  V )



HALLOWEEN

DAY

Halloween is the time when people
celebrate their lives and honor the
dead. It is a time to remember the

saints (hallows) martyrs and the good
people who died. It is an amazing

holiday that helps fight our fears, get
away from our problems, and just
have fun with family and friends.
Halloween is a holiday of fun and
creativity and many people enjoy

letting their imagination run wild this
time of the year. Halloween day was

celebrated with a festive air where all
the children participated

enthusiastically dressed up in
colourful Halloween costumes. 

Shadows of a thousand years rise again unseen. Voices whisper in the trees, "Tonight is
Halloween"

It's as much fun to SCARE as to be SCARED".
Halloween is the time when people celebrate
their lives and honor the dead. It is a time to

remember the saints (hallows) martyrs and the
good people who died. It is an amazing holiday
that helps fight our fears, get away from our
problems, and just have fun with family and

friends. Halloween is a holiday of fun and
creativity and many people enjoy letting their
imagination run wild this time of the year. To
encourage students to show their talent and
creativity, the school organized an Inter Class
Competition "Dress to Scare" on 31st October

2020, in which the students of grades III-VI
participated enthusiastically. Everyone

participated enthusiastically in this event.

DRESS  TO  SCARE

TOURNEY OF THE
CONTEMPORARIES:



T -SH IRT  DES IGN ING

You can't use up CREATIVITY. The more you use, the more you have

SUPERLATIVES OF
TOURNEY 

Get your creative juices flowing and draw out the envisions in your mind

about your beautiful and sustainable future. It's time to portray your

thoughts through vibrant colors.

Keeping in accordance with the festive
spirit, an Inter-Class Competition was
organized to add more sparkle to the

lives of our young Xaverians.
The kids designed a T-Shirt talking
about designing a vision about a

beautiful and sustainable future. The
vision of the right future is of

paramount importance in our lives and
provides an imperative framework for

the upcoming future. The students
came up with interesting designs and
showcased their imagination through

art.



MONTHLY  BATTLE  FOR  BE ING

MOST  COGN IZANT  :  A  V IG I LANT  EYE

You can't use up CREATIVITY. The more you use, the more you have

SUPERLATIVES OF
TOURNEY 

Keep your face always towards the
Sunshine and the shadows will fall

behind you.”*
It is proven that the knowledge of

current affairs gives the strength to
start a conversation with people of

varied interests. You will find that you
can take better decisions in your life
when you have enough knowledge
about various topics. Keeping this

vision in mind, St. Xavier's High
School, Sector 49, Gurugram

conducted the Second Edition of the
Online Current Affairs Quiz. 

*The October Month Battle for MOST
COGNIZANT - A Vigilant Eye” 



HOW  WELL  DO  YOU  KNOW  THE  FATHER  OF

THE  NAT ION  –  2ND  OCTOBER  2020

You can't use up CREATIVITY. The more you use, the more you have

SUPERLATIVES OF
TOURNEY 

The quest

for knowledge, like everything else of value, is not to

be obtained easily. It

must be worked for, studied for, thought for, and

more than that must be prayed for."

An intriguing and interesting quiz based on Mahatma

Gandhi fondly know as the “Father

of the nation” was conducted to analyze how well our

little champions know the

epic personality. It was spell bounding to know that

we had amazing responses

and winners from our very own grade III.



ENGL I SH  POEM

COMPOS I T ION  ( I I I  –  V )

Every year 4th October is observed as the
*World Animal Day.* This day was first recorded

in Florence, Italy in 1931 at a convention of
ecologists. World Animal Day is celebrated

across all parts of the world to throw light upon
the plight of endangered species. 

On the occasion of this ‘World Animal’s Day’, to
sensitize our students about the importance of

co-existing & nurturing the breathable eco-
system nature has gifted us, we at *St. Xavier’s

High School * had organized *‘English Poem
Composition Competition ’* on 9th October

2020 for  the students of *Grade III to V* on the
*topic -Save Animals.*

SUPERLATIVES OF
TOURNEY 

Your positive action combined with positive thinking results in success



SUPERLATIVES OF
TOURNEY 

“EVERY  WIN  I S  A  CELEBRAT ION  NOT  BECAUSE  I T  I S  A  WIN ,  BUT  BECAUSE  OF  THE

HARD  WORK  THAT  WENT  I N TO  I T ”

   WE  ARE  GLAD  TO  SHARE  THAT  OUR  STUDENTS  ARE  ADD ING  LAURELS  TO  THE

SCHOOL  AT  EVERY  I N TERCLASS  COMPET I T ION  THUS  MAK ING  US  PROUD .  THE IR  HARD

WORK  AND  SHEER  DED ICAT ION  TO  WIN  HAS  HELPED  THEM  TO  EMERGE  V ICTOR IOUS  I N

AL L  THE IR  ENDEAVORS .

Don't wait for opportunity. CREATE IT



SUPERLATIVES OF
TOURNEY 

Q  F I ESTA

Our greatest weakness lies in GIVING UP, The most certain way to SUCCEES is always to try just
one more time

'Quizzes are interactive platforms
where students not only participate

but gain knowledge and seek
opportunities to excel. It enhances
innovative learning at an early age.

With this spirit, we conducted Q-
Fiesta', an Interclass G.K. quiz on

September 4, 2020, for the students
of grades III-VIII.

The students showcased their
brilliance by rapidly answering the

questions. 
The Quiz Competition ended on the

note "Knowing yourself is the
beginning of all wisdom".



SUPERLATIVES OF
TOURNEY 

Q  C I PHER

Our greatest weakness lies in GIVING UP, The most certain way to SUCCEES is always to try just
one more time

'Q-Cipher' was  held on December
29, 2020, for the students of

grades III-VIII. 
A little competition can inspire math

students to greater
achievement. It was challenging to

see  students to use their math skills
in new and

creative ways. It was a challenging
and engaging mathematical

experience that
was both competitive and

educational.



“The will to win, the desire to
succeed, and the urge to reach
your full potential are the keys

that unlock the door to
excellence.” 

SCHOLARS’ DAY is a day devoted
to the achievement of the

laudable students. To celebrate
the tradition of excellence and

to felicitate its students for
their meritorious performance.

Not letting the pandemic
dampen the spirit of

achievement and excellence, St.
Xavier’s High School, Gurugram,

celebrated its 6th SCHOLARS’
DAY – AFICIONADO

XAVERIANS
CLOVERLEAF

SCHOLARS ’

DAY  –  AFF I C IANDO

The fact that you're not where you want to be yet should be enough motivation



XAVERIANS
CLOVERLEAF

SCHOLARS ’

DAY  –  AFF I C IANDO

The quieter you become, the more you are able to hear

Celebrating the spirit, St. Xavier's High
School conferred awards and cognizance to

the meritorious students. 
It is an opportunity for the school to come

together and celebrate scholarly
endeavors.

The principal of the school, Mr. Stanley
Anthony gave a motivating speech to the

students and congratulated the
meritorious students for their excellence
in academics for the session 2019-2020.

The event also observed energetic dance
performances by the exuberant dancers.
The event concluded with the National

Anthem.
 



     G  D  GOENKA

 

    WE  ARE  GLAD  TO  SHARE  THAT  OUR

STUDENTS  HAVE  ADDED  ANOTHER

JEWEL  I N  THE  CROWN ING  GLORY  OF  THE

SCHOOL  BY  SECUR ING  THE  PREST IG IOUS

I S T  &  2ND  POS I T IONS  I N  THE  I N TER -

SCHOOL  COMPET I T ION  CYNOSURE  2020

ORGAN I SED  BY  GD  GOENKA  SCHOOL  ,  

    PASCH IM  V IHAR  .

 

WEAVE  A  STORY  GRADE  3

F I RST  POS I T ION  

ARYAVEER  PRATAP  S INGH  I I I  G  

SOLO  DANCE  GRADE  4  

SECOND  POS I T ION

JOZLEEN  GREWAL  I V  H  

STAND  UP  COMEDY  GRADE  5  

F I RST  POS I T ION  

NEHAL  GUPTA  V  G  

PARLER  O  MAN IA  GRADE  7  

SECOND  PR I ZE  

TV I SHA  KHURANA  V I I  B

‘WINN ING  REFLECTS  THAT  YOU  ARE  WIL L ING  TO  GO  LONGER ,  WORK  HARDER  AND  G IVE  MORE  THAN

ANYONE  ELSE ” *  THE  STUDENTS  FROM  ST .  XAV IER ’S  H IGH  SCHOOL ,  SECTOR  49 ,  GURUGRAM  ADDED

ANOTHER  JEWEL  I N  THE  CROWN ING  GLORY  OF  THE  SCHOOL  BY  SECUR ING  THE  PREST IG IOUS  I S T  &

2ND  POS I T IONS  I N  VAR IOUS  CATEGOR IES  I N  AN  I N TER -SCHOOL  COMPET I T ION  ‘ LA  FETE  DE  LA

LANGUE ’  ORGAN I SED  BY  BLUE  BEL LS  MODEL  SCHOOL .  

*F I RST  POS I T ION  -  GRAMMATHON *

1 .  VANSH  GERA  I I I  H   2 .  AARAV  CHADHA  I V  A    3 .  AD I TYA  GUPTA  V  C  

*2ND  POS I T ION  -  GEETA  GAYAN *

1 .  PR I YANSH I  VASH I SHT  V I  E     2 .  AD I T  AGGARWAL  V I I  B

WE  ARE  ALSO  DEL IGHTED  TO  SHARE  THAT  SCHOOL  HAS  BAGGED  THE  OVER  ALL  TROPHY  -  1 S T

POS I T ION .

XAVERIAN
CLOVERLEAF 

Work hard in silence, and let the success be the NOISE



WE  TAKE  PR IDE  I N  SHAR ING  THE  ACCOMPL I SHMENTS  OF

OUR  STUDENTS  AT  I NNOV I S ION  EVENT  HOSTED  BY

GREENWAY  MODERN  SCHOOL ,  DELH I .  WEAPPREC IA TE  THE IR

SE L F LESS  EF FORTS  I N  BLEND ING  TECHNOLOGY  WITH  GREAT

SE L F -CONF IDENCE .  RESULTS  OF  THE

COMPET I T ION  HELD  AT  GREENWAYS

MODERN  SCHOOL  D I L SHAD  GARDEN
 

     * I  POS I T ION *

 

*EVENT  5  -  BE  A  V IRTUOSO ! *

AGAMYA  MOD I  –  V I  D

 

*EVENT  7  -  AGR ICULTURE  AN  AGROHELP  APP *

 

SARA  SETH  -  V I I I  C

AGR IM  DAVE  -  V I I  D

 

*EVENT  1 2  -  EMO  MASQUERADE *

PHEN I L  BANERJEE  –  X

 

*EVENT  –  1 3  -  3D  WORK ING  MODEL  ON  SEWAGE  TREATMENT *

ARADHNA  CHETAL  -  X I

SADHNA  CHETAL  –  X I

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

* I I  POS I T ION *

 

*EVENT  –  6  -  MR .  &  MS .  FUNNY  BONES  (COM IC  STR I P  MAK ING

US ING  SCRATCH ) *

SARTHAK  ARORA  -  V I I  B

PRANJAL  SAXEN  -  V I I  B

 

*EVENT  –  8  -  HASYA  KAV I  SAMMELAN *

TAN I SHQ  SUM I TRANAND  –  V I I I  B

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - -

* I I I  POS I T ION *

*EVENT  –  2  -  I NNOVAT ION  OUT  OF  TRASH *

ARYAVEER  PRATAP  S INGH  –  I I I  G

 

*EVENT  –  3 -FABLE  PRESENTAT ION  THROUGH  F INGER

PUPPET *

YASH I TA  SHAH  –  V  C

 

*EVENT  –  9  -  NEWSROOM  DEBATE *

CHEHEK  GUPTA  -  I X

DAKSH  MITTAL  -  I X

PALAK   -  X

NA IN IKA  CHAUDHAR I  -  I X

 

*EVENT  –  1 0  -  WATER  HARVEST ING  –  WORK ING  MODEL *

I SHAAN  JHA  -  X

GRANTH  CHAUHAN  -  X

XAVERIAN
CLOVERLEAF 

Creativity is allowing yourself to make mistakes. Art is knowing which ones to keep



XAVERIAN
CLOVERLEAF 

Work hard in silence, and let the success be the NOISE

*OVER  ALL  TROPHY  -  3RD

POS I T ION  -  ST .  XAV IER ’S  H IGH

SCHOOL *  AT  MANAV  RACHNA  

 

“ I N  ORDER  TO  SUCCEED ,  YOUR  DES IRE

FOR  SUCCESS  SHOULD  BE  GREATER

THAN  YOUR  FEAR  OF  FA I LURE . ” *  

  TALENTED  XAVER IANS ,  YET  AGA IN

PROVED  THE IR  METTLE  BY  BR ING ING

LAURELS  TO  THE  SCHOOL  BY

PART I C I PAT ING  I N  *TALENTHON *

ORGAN I SED  BY  *MANAV  RACHNA

INTERNAT IONAL  SCHOOL ,  GURUGRAM *  

*OUTSTAND ING  POS I T ION  -  DES IGN ING

A  T  SH IRT  -  VANSH  V I JAY  -  V  E *

* 2ND  POS I T ION  -  DES IGN ING  MACH INE

-  CHETAN  SARUP  MISHRA  -  I X  B *

* 3RD  POS I T ION  -  POETRY

DRAMAT I ZAT ION  -  MAH I  KATYAYAN I  -

V  B *

 

GLAD  TO  SHARE  THE  RESULTS

OF  MOSA IC  -  AN  I N TER  SCHOOL

COMPET I T ION  ORGAN I SED  BY

 K  R  MANGALAM  SCHOOL

� � � �RESUL TS  � � � �

 

1 S T  POS I T ION  � � �

          EVENT  :  TAP -A -TOE                         

AARADHYA  SON I  - I I I  C  

1 S T  POS I T ION  � � �

EVENT  :  चल -CH I TRA  

SAMA IRA  CHAUDHARY - I V  G  

3RD  POS I T ION�

EVENT  :GEEK  NAT ION  

MAH I  KATYAYAN I  V  B

WE  APPREC IA TE  THE

ACCOMPL I SHMENTS  OF  YOUR  WARDS

DUE  TO  THE IR  SE L F LESS  EF FORTS .

WE  THANK

THE  PARENTS  FOR  THE IR  BEST

W I SHES  AND  CONSTANT  SUPPORT .



WE  ARE  DEL IGHTED  TO  SHARE  THE

EXC I T ING  NEWS  OF  THE  AWARDS  AND

ACCOLADES  WON  BY

XAVER IANS  I N  THE  I N TERSCHOOL

COMPET I T ION  V IBGYOR  HOSTED

V IRTUALLY  BY  

SUMMER  F I E LDS  SCHOOL .

BEST  OUT  OF  WASTE

1 ST  POS I T ION  

PAL  MEHTA  (V I I I  D  )  

ROLE  PLAY

2ND  POS I T ION  

DHRUV  JA IN  (  I V  -  G  )

RHYME  REC I TAT ION

2ND  POS I T ION  

ADV I TA  T IWAR I  (  NURSERY  E  )  

STORY  TEL L ING

2ND  POS I T ION  

S IDDHANGANA  SETH I  (  KG  -  G  )  

MONOLOGUE

3RD  POS I T ION  

JASK IRAT  KAUR  (  X I  B )

WE  WOULD

L IKE  TO  THANK  THE  PARENTS  FOR  THE IR

BEST  WISHES  AND  K IND  COOPERAT ION ! ! !

 

WE  ARE

ELATED  TO  SHARE  THE

RESULTS  OF  I N TERSCHOOL

QU IZ  CONTEST  -  ABHYUDAY

ORGAN I SED  BY

MADE  EASY  SCHOOL .

RESULTS  ARE

-

� � �  �WINNER  � � � �

N IR JAAS  DEY

V I  A

AD I T  AGARWAL   V I I  B  

WE  APPREC IATE  THE

ACCOMPL I SHMENTS  OF  THE

XAVER IANS  DUE  TO  THE IR

SELF LESS  EFFORTS .

XAVERIAN
CLOVERLEAF 

Work hard in silence, and let the success be the NOISE



The harder you work for something, the greater you'll feel when you achieve it

RESONANCE FROM
PARENTS HEART 

Thanks Mam for your efforts.
Truely such kind of events boost up the confidence in kids.

Thanks to all teachers and kids  –  Khushi Menghani
Mother 3 G

 
Thankyou dear teachers for supporting and guiding to

kids....... great performance by kids . – Mavik Garg mother
3 H

 
Thanks to all the hardworking teachers....these

type of quizes really a great experience for kids and gain
their confidence....  Aaryan Samanta Mother 3 I

 
Thanks mam for giving this opportunity to all the shining

stars of Q-Cipher.. I m sure its been indeed a confidence
gaining exposure for each of them ..they all really rocked

n we all r proud of them Thanks to all the supporting
teachers as

well  Niviransh Sundrani mother 3 H
 

Thanksto you (All Teachers)for all guidance to kids..it was
great performance by all kids Peehu Mehta mother -3 I

 
Thank you team for the wonderful opportunity -- I think the
children are gaining a lot of confidence with these events

!!.... It was a great performance
Vansh Gera Mother – 3 H

 
Many many congratulations to u ma’am... for the kid’s

splendid performance... ☺ ☺  Everybody was very good... 
Swarna Sharma Mother – 3 F

 
 

The kid's education starts at home. Parents are their first teachers and they
have a key role in shaping up their character. A balance of education at home

and school molds a student's actual learning. Be a helping hand in their
educational journey and travel with them with true inspiration. 

The school feels blessed to have parents whose role is not only limited to
home but they involve themselves in school activities too.

The factor that keeps the management of St. Xavier's High School motivated
are the words of praise from such parents.

Parental views and feedback are extremely important to us at St.
Xavier's High School. We're keen to work with parents to improve

our practice and review our current policies and procedures.
The feedback from our lovely parents enables us to measure the

output precisely and improve it. We would like to thank our
parents for their neverending love and support.

 

Thank’s to Xavier’s all teachers for such dedication in
every activity. You all try to compensate the school fun
that kids miss a lot.. Special thanks to you ma’am for

arranging such fun filled activities every time. Kids really
had fun. They participated enthusiastically in each and

every activity. And with special title you  gave them today,
made them super excited & happy  Once again a very

thank you  –  
Aarav Shankar's Mother 3 F

 
Well I must commend the way quiz was conducted..The

word of appreciation for every kid does raise their spirits.
The execution of quiz was awesome. Must congratulate
all the mentors and head mistress for always coming up
with these great ideas and amaze us. Aarush is happy to

participate..thanks . –
Aarush kalsotra's Mother 3 F

 
Thanks a lot Ma’m! Manvik was really excited to

participate today. Very good opportunity for kids to bring
out their talent.. a big cheer to all the teachers who

conducted this without any flaw!! A very well conducted
program

 Manvik Bansal's Mother 3 B
 

Dear Ma'am,thanks for organizing such a wonderful
quiz.We are glad to see our kid performing so
well..Thanks for your effort and motivation

Simleen Kaur's Mother 3 B
 

Thanks to all the hardworking teachers....these type of
quizes really a great experience for kids and gain their

confidence....
Aryan Samanta's Mother 3 I

 
Thankyou dear teachers for supporting and guiding to

kids....... great performance by kids
Manvik Garg's Mother 3 H

 
He is very happy on his team winning .Thanks a lot ma’am

it was awesome event
Namit Asat's Mother 3B



RESONANCE FROM
PARENTS HEART 

Padma Mam , Shreya mam today's webinar was awesome. All the
kids have spoken amazingly well. Thanks you so much for your
guidance to kids. You teachers have put so much efforts. It was
amazing to see how Geeta mam join practice sessions to make 

 improvements. Kudos to you all , how you work around the clock
to make an event successful. Congratulations and all the best for
all the coming webinars.  really looking forward to watch amazing

stories in this week . Abhaya Phutela's Mother III B
 

Kudos to the team.Thanks a bunch Ms.Padma & Ms.Shreya for
your continuous patience & efforts towards kids. May God Bless

You both with peace & happiness. Stay safe.
 

Thanks a ton dear Headmistress & team for  organising such
events and continuously doing best efforts in this pandemic

situation. Being a woman, I can feel the work pressure we are
facing now-a-days. Still, your team is doing a restless job with

smiling faces.May God Bless everyone & we all come out from this
pandemic situation soon. Sanjam Gujral's Mother III C 

 
Thank you very much dear Headmistress & Teachers for

organizing such event and continuously doing best efforts.  
Aanya Gupta's MotherIII C

 
Padma: Respected teachers....U guys deserve it more than nyone

else since We parents have been seing you wrking effortlessly with
kids day and night Huge Success.  Atharv's Mother

 
Thank you so much padma mam, anjali mam and shreya mam for
all your efforts and encouragement. It was a great show . Looking

forward to have more learning opportunities for nakshita and
wishing St. Xavier's team success. .Nakshita's MotherIII C

 
Thank you so much Padma Ma'am,  Shreya Ma'am and Anjali

Ma'am for giving kids the opportunity to help them showcase their
skills and boost confidence to face a larger audience on a lovely

platform. Big cheers for the event today ,it was flawless and
superbly executed. Thanks again for showing faith and your

constant support ,guidance and encouragement  
Mishika Sabharwal's Mother 3C

 
Thank you for your kind words and constant support Padma

ma’am. The function was a super hit. Shreya ma’am and Anjali
Ma’am your efforts were visible in the confident performance by all

the children  thank you ma’am 
Shivani Pimplapure's Mother 3C

Thanks mam for giving this opportunity to all the shining stars of Q-
Cipher.. I m sure its been indeed a confidence gaining exposure for
each of them ..they all really rocked n we all r proud of them Thanks

to all the supporting teachers as well.
Niviransh's Mother 3H

 
Thanks Mam for your efforts. Truely such kind of events boost up

the confidence in kids. Thanks to all teachers and kids
.Khushi Menghani's Mother 3 G 

 
Hi Mam..yesterday's meeting was very nice, it was first time we did
this informal chat with Geeta Mam, disccussd alot of things about

kids and our own childhood times, then corona, then how to handle
kids and positives and negatives about school, classes and

everything. All the parents were very happy with the school n
teachers and virtual classes and I personally loved the yesterday's

meeting. Moreover there were very few parents so really got a
chance to know each other. So I enjoyed it very much

 Sartaj Seth's Mother 3 A
 

Hi Mam,I have lack of words to show my sincere gratitude on behalf
of many parents towards all the efforts you teachers have been

putting into to raise level of students without wasting this year out
of this whole glum..I can really see the level of hard work you guys

are putting probably without caring your personal commitments to
help kids in every special way.It is so noticable that There is no log
off timings for teachers these days...as if they are always ready to

help kids to resolve their queries even to the parents...Infact being a
parent at time i had to msg mam in off hours even on holidays

which I have been responded well on..I realised later it should not
have been on holiday... My apology..Being an IT employee we are

more like available to our clients to prove our worth little more and
to retain things going well...But these teachers are not behind in
terms of availability to their students..Its really wrth mentioning

...apart fromstudies there is lot n lot effort to convince oneself to
prepare kids for any extra activity out of there personal time

too!!Only thing which can be improved is by reducing the screen
time to kids....But else... these teachers are really doing

commendable to their profession!!More energy to all the ladies...
 Atharv Sharma's Mother 3 A

 

The secret to getting ahead is getting started


